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Taspase1 (threonine aspartase 1) is an enzyme that breaks peptide bonds in some amino acids; these enzymes are 
also known as endopeptidases. Taspase1 is overexpressed in primary human cancers. It has been identified as a 
potentially potent anticancer drug target because loss of Taspase1 activity disrupts proliferation of human cancer cells 
in vitro and in mouse tumor xenograft models of glioblastoma. Based on its promise as a novel anti-cancer therapeutic 
target, Taspase1 is accepted into the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Experimental Therapeutics (NExT) Chemical 
Biology Consortium (CBC) drug discovery and development pipeline. A high-resolution structure of the enzymatically 
active full-length Taspase1, and Taspase1 in complex with substrate and inhibitors greatly enables optimization 
(through rational design) of pharmacologically potent Taspase1 inhibitors. 

Crystallographic structures of a truncated version of Taspase1 have been determined as apo enzyme and in complex 
with covalent inhibitors; however, the truncated form of the enzyme is catalytically inactive. The full-length enzyme 
contains an additional sequence that is anticipated to form a helical structure near the catalytic site. Crystals of the 
active, full-length Taspase1 have been grown and its structure determined at synchrotron sources to 3.5 Å resolution. 
Despite the low resolution, we could identify the helical fragment near the active site predicted to be involved with 
substrate binding. However, crystals show an extremely high degree of imperfection, which hamper the ability to obtain 
a high-resolution structure of Taspase1.  

Crystal growth in a microgravity environment has previously been demonstrated to improve the quality of protein 
crystals enhancing the arrangement of molecules to produce crystals that are more optimal than those grown on the 
ground. Thus, the investigation held in microgravity at the International Space Station (Investigation Program CASIS 
PCG 18, https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/2968.html), will focus on obtaining high-
quality crystals that allow us to determine the first high-resolution structure of the Taspase1 as apo enzyme and with 
inhibitors. These structures greatly benefit the structure-guided medicinal chemistry of Taspase1 inhibitors as anti-
cancer therapeutics. 
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